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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library Weyboard Library Workshoporkshop

No. 6: There’s A Kind Of Hush
Music  score  contained  in  EKL  ‘The  Sixties’  

Changing Times

With the arrival of Tyros5 our attention will naturally gravitate
towards the new flagship keyboard.  The Easy Keyboard
Library arrangements that I’ve recorded so far, though, were
made on Tyros4 - and I will continue to use these for this
series until a new CD is recorded on the Tyros5 later this year.

The good news is that both the ‘Song’/MIDI play-along files
and the registrations that I produced to accompany the series
work just as well on the new model as they did on Tyros4.  

About today’s workshop

Although many people now attribute the
song ‘There’s A Kind Of Hush (All Over
The World Tonight)’ to The Carpenters,
their version wasn’t released until 1976 -
some ten years after the song was
introduced on the 1966 album ‘Winchester
Cathedral’ by Geoff Stephens' group the
‘New Vaudeville Band’.  

The first single version was recorded in 1966 by ‘Gary and the
Hornets’ whilst a cover version, released one year later by the
group ‘Herman's Hermits’, reached No. 7 in the UK chart. 

1.    Preparation

Numbering  the  music  score...

I expect you know the workshop format by now but, if not,
take a look back over previous articles and you’ll get the drift...

The music score in ‘Easy Keyboard Library - The Sixties’ goes
straight into the verse of the song with no introduction.  I’m
going to create my own intro using the chords from the
opening bars of the written score so, to allow room for this, I
number the bars starting with bar number 9.  This means that
the last bar on the written music sheet will be numbered bar
49.  You’ll see how this works out later if you have a go at
creating the chord sequence track.

When you’ve completed this step it’s time to set up the seven
registrations we’ll need for the arrangement...

2.    Registrations

Note: Tyros4 and Tyros5 owners can purchase a
SongKey (EKL-02) that will provide the exact
registrations I use for all the arrangements
featured in this series - including the rhythm and
chord sequences as they are heard on the
‘Songs from the Easy Keyboard Library’ CDs.  

The SongKey data is available, either as a
download from the Yamaha Club on-line shop, 
or by post on a ‘SongKey’ USB stick. 

In my recorded arrangement I play the piece through twice -
adding a key-change (using the transposer) for the repeat.  I
created a bank of seven registrations using the Country 8Beat
style (at 130 bpm) throughout - although you can use another
8Beat style if your instrument doesn’t have this one.  

Registration  1 Vintage  Amp
Tyros4: OTS4 (70s Country Pop) 

Right 1................. Vintage Amp Guitar (volume 100 
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Off
Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................Country 8Beat - Intro1 - MAIN D  
Set the volume of the style to suit.  I switched
the Intro lamp on before saving the registration
in the memory button 1 so that it will be 
switched on automatically whenever I select 
this registration to start the piece.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to GLIDE. 

Registration  2 Classic  Bars
Tyros4: OTS3 p.R2 (Easy Country)

Right 1/3.............. Off
Right 2................. Classic Bars (volume 100)

The speed of the rotary speaker is governed 
by the modulation wheel.

Left.......................Off

Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................Country 8Beat - MAIN B
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving 
the registration in the memory button 2 so 
that the fill-in will be activated automatically 
as I move to the second registration.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to FILL IN.
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Registration  3 Curved  Bars
Tyros4: OTS2 p.R2 (Acoustic Jazz) 

Right 1/3.............. Off
Right 2................. Curved Bars (volume 100)
Left.......................Off

Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN C (Country 8Beat)
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving 
the registration in the memory button 3 so 
that the fill-in is activated automatically when
the third registration is selected.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to FILL IN.

Harmony..............If you can’t play chords with your right hand 
switch the HARMONY function on and choose
the STANDARD TRIO harmony type.

Registration  4 Classic  Bars
Tyros4: OTS3 p.R2 (Easy Country)

Registration 4 is a copy of registration 2 - 
with the following changes.

Style.....................MAIN D (Country 8Beat)
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving 
the registration so that the fill-in is activated 
automatically when Registration 4 is selected.

Registration  5 Vintage  Amp
Tyros4: OTS4 (70s Country Pop) 

Registration 5 is a copy of registration 1 - 
with the following changes.

Style.....................MAIN B (Country 8Beat) 
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving 
the registration so that the fill-in is activated 
automatically when Registration 5 is selected.

Transpose............Set the TRANSPOSE value to +3.

Registration  6 Curved  Bars
Tyros4: OTS2 p.R2 (Acoustic Jazz) 

Registration 6 is a copy of registration 3 - 
with the following changes. 

Transpose............Set the TRANSPOSE value to +3.

Registration  7 Vintage  Amp
Tyros4: OTS4 (70s Country Pop) 

Registration 7 is a copy of registration 5 - 
with the following changes.

Style.....................MAIN D (Country 8Beat) 
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving 
the registration so that the fill-in is activated 
automatically when Registration 7 is selected.

I found that some of the One Touch Settings (OTS) on-board
the Tyros5 mirror those of the Tyros4.  They won’t all be the
same, however, so it’s really a case of trying each one to see
which match. 

3.    Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

Press Registration button 1 - which should activate the Intro 1
button.  Next, press the Sync Start button - and play a ‘C major’
chord in the accompaniment area of the keyboard.  The Intro,
which is a simple 4-beat count-in should begin as you strike
the chord.

Note: I chose a C major chord to trigger the Intro because this
is the first chord I wanted to hear once the 4-beat intro had
finished. 

How  to  create  a  customised  intro.

After the 4-beat count-in play the chords shown in the first
eight bars of the written score.  You will have numbered these
10-17.  If you can improvise you might like to make up a little
tune based on the chords as I did in my recording.  If you
don’t feel confident to do this you can simply play the notes as
written in the score - finishing on the 3rd beat of bar 17.

If you listen to my recording you’ll hear how I ‘bend’ the notes
of the guitar using my touch on the keyboard to control the
SuperArticulation effect.  You can also use the foot-switch to
add glide notes into the mix - but be careful not to overdo it. 

Registration  2  -  Bar  9  (17)

Having played the 8-bar intro select Registration 2 (Classic
Bars organ) and return to the start of the written arrangement -
substituting the two lead-in notes at the end of bar 17 for the
same two notes at the end of bar 9. 

The new registration introduces a change of sound - which
serves to indicate to a listener that the intro has ended and the
verse has just begun.  

As you reach bar 17 again use the foot-switch to activate the
Fill-In pattern (to lift the accompaniment a little and re-capture
your listener’s attention) before continuing to bar 25...

Registration  3  -  Bar  25

At bar 25 it’s time to change the registration again and, for the
song’s chorus section, I’ve chosen a great ‘Curved Bars’
organ sound that sounds really good if you can play it using
full right-hand chords.  You’ll need to play the notes an octave
higher than written if you do this, though, to stop them
sounding ‘muddy’.

If you can’t play full chords with your right hand let the
keyboard do it for you by activating the HARMONY feature
and selecting the STANDARD TRIO harmony type.  Now all
you have to do is play the written lead line (an octave higher
than written) and let the automatics take care of the clever
stuff.

Tip: At bar 25 I inserted a Gm7 chord before the written C7 -
giving each chord two beats each.  You don’t have to do this
but, if you try it, you might like the effect.

Registration  4  -  Bar  41

Select Registration 4 (a reprise of the Classic Bars organ
sound) at the start of bar 41.  A Fill-In pattern is triggered in
the accompaniment as you press the registration button and
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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library CDs by Glyn Maddeneyboard Library CDs by Glyn Madden
Audio  CDs  containing  performances  of  the  music  in  this

series  are  available,  price  £9.99  each  from  the  Club  shop.

Volume 1: House Of Eliot, It’s All Right With Me, It
Don’t Mean A Thing, The Green Door, Mister
Sandman, All I Have To Do Is Dream, Eternal
Flame, A Teenager In Love, It Doesn’t Matter Any
More, Amazing Grace, On The Sunny Side Of The
Street, Stardust, Misty, Annie’s Song, Autumn
Leaves, Magic Moments, Whatever Will Be Will
Be, La Bamba, Here’s That Rainy Day, It Had
To Be You, The Stripper, Cavatina, What A
Wonderful World, A Whiter Shade Of Pale,
Satin Doll, Come Fly With Me.

Volume 2: Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah ; Tuxedo Junction
/ Almost Like Being In Love ; Long Ago And Far
Away / The Nearness Of You ; The Way You Look
Tonight / A Foggy Day In London Town ; How High
The Moon / The Lady Is A Tramp ; Cabaret / The
Trolley Song ; Summertime ; My Foolish Heart /
Unforgettable ; Laughter In The Rain ; There's A
Kind Of Hush / Georgy Girl ; Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes ; A Fine Romance / All Of Me ; I Only Want To
Be With You / Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow? ; 
Till / My Way. 

Both albums are also now available to download from iTunes 
as titles ‘Easy Listening’ Volumes 1 and 2 

ReflectionsReflections
The latest studio

album from 
Glyn Madden

Price:  £11.50  
(inc.  UK  p/p)

Available  on  CD
from:  Yamaha  Club

Ltd.
aanndd  ffoorr  ddoowwnnllooaadd  

ffrroomm  iiTTuunneess//AAmmaazzoonn

“The  album  features
instruments  from  several
generations  of  Yamaha
organs,  keyboards  and
Clavinovas  -  and  also  my
‘organ’’  organ,  a  Nord  C1,
which  produces  some  of  the
fabulous  ‘Hammond’’  type
sounds  you  will  hear.”

Glyn

Tracks include: 

1) That’s What Friends Are For  
2) Fly Me To The Moon / One 
Note Samba  3) The Windmills Of
Your Mind / The Summer Knows  
4) Carioca / Falicidade  5) I Won’t
Last A Day Without You  6) Going
Out Of My Head  7) Carillon  
8) Take The A-Train  9) Die
Moldau  10) The Look Of Love
11) The Marriage Of Figaro
Overture  12) 1941 March  13)
Nimrod  14) Hotpoints  15) ‘Til I
Loved You  16) La Chanson
d’Orphee  17) March from ‘A Little
Suite’  18) The Arrival Of The
Queen Of Sheba  19) Petite Valse
Caprice  20) I Made It Through
The Rain 

this will take you smoothly into the final verse section - this
time to the accompaniment of the stronger Main D section of
the style.  Whilst the Fill-In pattern is playing you’ll have time
to move your hand across to the Multi Pads and trigger Pad
1 to add some extra percussion into the rhythm mix.

Note: If you want to, you can finish as you reach the end of
the written score.  In this case, press Ending 3 (or Ending 2
if you prefer a shorter finish) as you reach bar 48.  Hold the
note ‘C’ with your right hand and, as the ending plays, use
the BALANCE controls to fade the volume of the Right 2
voice so that it doesn’t clash with the accompaniment in the
third bar of the ending pattern.

If, on the other hand, you intend to continue the arrangement
- and play the song through again, as on the CD, - you’ll
need to prepare for the key change that we built into the
remaining registration buttons.

Although we’ll be continuing to play the notes exactly as
written in the music score the pitch of the keyboard will, in
reality, be transposed up three semitones - taking us from
the current key (C Major) into the new key of Eb Major.  

In order to achieve a professional transition from one key to
the next, change the chords in the last two bars of the
written score. Throughout bar 48 play C Major and then
divide bar 49 into two equal sections and play Fm7 followed
by Bb7 - to lead smoothly into the key of Eb Major.

Registration  5  -  Bar  49  (9)

This bit is a little tricky - so you may need a few practice
runs to master the button switching...

Once you’ve played the Bb7 in the second half of bar 49,
select Registration 5 and return to the bar you numbered bar
9 at the start of the written arrangement. 

Note: It is important that you do  not  play  any  other  chord
with your left hand until you have played the two lead-in
notes with your right hand at the end of bar 9.

As soon as you strike the C Major chord at bar 10 the new
key-change will take effect and you can continue as before.
registration 5 will have triggered a Fill-In pattern and
changed the lead sound from organ to the Vintage Amp
guitar registration we used during the Intro.

If you have the ‘Songs from the Easy Keyboard Library -
Volume 2’ CD you’ll be able to hear how I used the foot-switch
to bend the pitch of the guitar downward at the end of a
phrase and how a little extra pressure on the keyboard can
add a wider vibrato to the sound - all of which is achievable
using the standard registration settings we’ve created.

Registration  6  -  Bar  25  (sequence - bar 65)

At Bar 25 press Registration button 6 to trigger a Fill-In
pattern that will engage the Main C style section and recall
the Curved Bars organ sound that we used in the chorus
section during the first time through.

Everything is exactly as in my notes for Registration 3 - the
only exception being that the Multi Pad 1 is now active and
adding a tambourine to the rhythm mix. 
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Sequence bars 49 to 88 provide the accompaniment to the repeat  of bars 9 to 48 in the written score...  

Registration  7  -  Bar  41  (sequence - bar 81)

Registration 7 is pretty much the same as Registration 5 except
that the Main D style section is used for the final part of the
song.  I played the melody an octave higher than written this
time to create a contrast - and to highlight the higher notes of
the Vintage Amp guitar - and this continues until bar 48 when I
round off by pressing Ending 3 and letting the accompaniment
play to a close. 

4.    And finally

I hope you enjoy working through ‘There’s A Kind Of Hush’
with me.  We get so many enthusiastic messages about this
series it’s good to know that you enjoy getting your teeth into
something a little more challenging.  I’ll be back with another
arrangement in April.

Don’t forget that, even if you don’t want to program the play-
along chord sequence I’ve provided, it gives you all the Fill-
ins, Registration changes and alternative/additional chords
that I used in my own performance.  So, as long as you’ve
numbered the bars on your music copy, you can write these
into your score and enjoy adding a little extra ‘spice’ to the
basic arrangement.

If you’d like to watch me putting some of these arrangements
together our tutorial DVD ‘Masterclass!’ features many of the
ideas (and tunes) used in this series.

Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
This is my chord chart for ‘There’s A Kind Of Hush’.  I’d recommend that you sequence the chords into the Song Creator program
using the step-write facility as explained on the Yamaha Club tutorial DVD ‘Basic Sequencing - Recording with Song Creator’ as it
gives the most ‘polished’ result - but you can record them ‘live’ if you prefer.      

1:  1st  time  through

2: CUSTOM INTRO

CC

1: INTRO 1 - Count In

CC

3: CUSTOM INTRO

EE77

4: CUSTOM INTRO

AAmm

5: CUSTOM INTRO

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

6: CUSTOM INTRO

FF

7: CUSTOM INTRO

GG77

8: FILL IN C

CC

9: FILL IN B

DDmm77      //      GG77      //  

10: MAIN B

CC

11: MAIN B

EE77

12: MAIN B

AAmm

13: MAIN B

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

14: MAIN B

FF

15: MAIN B

GG77

16: FILL IN B

CC

17: FILL IN C

DDmm77      //      GG77      //  

18: MAIN B

CC

19: MAIN B

EE77

20: MAIN B

AAmm

21: MAIN B

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

22: MAIN B

FF

23: MAIN B

GG77

24: FILL IN B

CC

25: FILL IN C

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

26: MAIN C

FF

27: MAIN C

FF66

28: MAIN C

FFMM77

29: MAIN C

FF66

30: FILL IN C

CC

31: MAIN C

CC

32: FILL IN C

CC

33: FILL IN D

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

34: MAIN C

FF

35: MAIN C

FF66

36: MAIN C

FFMM77

37: MAIN C

FF66

38: FILL IN C

GG77

39: MAIN C

GG77

40: FILL IN C

DDmm77

41: FILL IN D 

GG77

42: MAIN D

CC

43: MAIN D

EE77

44: MAIN D

AAmm

45: MAIN D

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

46: MAIN D

FF

47: MAIN D

GG77

48: FILL IN D

CC

2:  Link  to  key  change  and  2nd  time  through

49: FILL IN B

FFmm77      //      BBbb77      //  

50: MAIN B

CC

51: MAIN B

EE77

52: MAIN B

AAmm

53: MAIN B

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

54: MAIN B

FF

55: MAIN B

GG77

56: FILL IN B

CC

57: FILL IN C

DDmm77      //      GG77      //  

58: MAIN B

CC

59: MAIN B

EE77

60: MAIN B

AAmm

61: MAIN B

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

62: MAIN B

FF

63: MAIN B

GG77

64: FILL IN B

CC

65: FILL IN C

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

66: MAIN C

FF

67: MAIN C

FF66

68: MAIN C

FFMM77

69: MAIN C

FF66

70: FILL IN C

CC

71: MAIN C

CC

72: FILL IN C

CC

73: FILL IN D

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

74: MAIN C

FF

75: MAIN C

FF66

76: MAIN C

FFMM77

77: MAIN C

FF66

78: FILL IN C

GG77

79: MAIN C

GG77

80: FILL IN C

DDmm77

81: FILL IN D 

GG77

82: MAIN D

CC

83: MAIN D

EE77

84: MAIN D

AAmm

85: MAIN D

GGmm77      //      CC77      //  

86: MAIN D

FF

87: MAIN D

GG77

88: ENDING 3

CC  (for 8 bars)


